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THE Globus family of brands 
has rewarded its 30 top-selling 
Australian and New Zealand 
travel agents with a spectacular 
annual Supertour – this year in 
stunning Croatia.

Highlights of the 2018 event 
included the natural beauty of 
Plitvice National Park, donning 
aprons for a traditional Croatian 
cooking class and venturing south 
to the Konavle Valley where they 
indulged in local wines.

The group was also lucky 
enough to visit nearby Slovenia 
to take in the sights of Ljubljana 
and discover the picturesque 
surrounds of Lake Bled.

Following three final relaxing 
days at their private beach resort 
in Dubrovnik, the tour ended on 
a high with the agents attending 
a special gala dinner. Each agent 
was given a beautiful mask and 

whisked to Dubrovnik’s Old Town 
for a masquerade ball inside the 
16th century Revelin Fortress.

Agents can earn a place on the 
2019 Supertour by selling Globus 
premium tours, Cosmos value-
oriented tours, Avalon Waterways 
river cruises and Monograms 
independent packages.

 For more info CLICK HERE.

Croatian Supertour for Globus stars

PREDJAMA Castle in Slovenia - the group explored the renaissance castle built within a cave mouth.

EXPLORING 
waterfalls 
in the 
spectacular 
Plitvice 
National Park.

THE group on the rooftop of Revelin 
Fortress in stunning Dubrovnik.

SUPERTOUR achievers hit the 
kitchens for a cooking class in Split.

GLOBUS Australasia interim md 
Peter Douglas cuts a cake celebrating 
the company’s 90th birthday.

Friday 15th June 2018

THE group takes 
in the sights of 
Dubrovnik during a 
tour of the old town.

AGENTS dance the night away at Revelin Fortress.

TASTING wine, olive oil and 
liqueur in the Konavle Valley.

ENJOYING a meal 
at Restaurant Zoi in 
Diocletian’s Palace in 
the old town of Split.AGENTS 

shopped at 
local markets 
and donned 
aprons for a 
cooking class 
in Spilt.
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